Malabar I. canuojt, pretend that I have understood all 'the-
differences that subsist between that system and this. A
natural longing therefore has been engendered in us to see-
your part of the country in flesh and blood and to under-
stand how you manage your affairs over here. But in.
Cfochin there is an additional circumstance which marks
you out as standing'apart from the rest of the Malabar in
your Civic affairs. You are the subjects of an Tndia.fr
Prince, who, for all appearences, enjoys a kind of independ-
ence and ranks as an ally of the British with whom his re-
lations are settled by a series of Sanads, engagements and
treaties. You are, therefore, much more different from us
in Andhradesa than those Malayalee friends whom we may
come across in Calicut and other parts of British Malabar.
Thus it is that there is an added interest to *me "in this-
yisit of mine to your picturesque country.
You are holding a session of your Political Conference
in this State. You may call it a District Conference or a
Provincial Conference as you please. That does not matter;
but mostly the Conference deals with the Internal Affairs
of the State—and I must frankly confess that I have no
intimate knowledge of the administrative details which,
alone would entitle the President of a Conference to make
any pronouncements upon them. I am perfectly ignorant
of matters relating to your administration but there is so
much literature published from time to time relating to the
affairs of Cochin in the newspapers of the day that it is
impossible not to know certain outstanding facts though
suchra knowledge must necessarily be of an elementary
type. For instance it is a well-known fact that the
daughters of Cochin stand foremost in India in point or
literacy; while for the percentage of literacy in the whole,
country the Malayalese stand foremost in the whole tff1"
India. It is no wonder then that in your Council represent-
ation should have been specially given to women for which
purpose the strength of the Council had to be increased by
two so as not to disturb the balance of the Elective strength
of the Legislative Council till then maintained between.

